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Using tailored furnishings
and modern art, interior
designer SUZANNE
KASLER transforms a
Buckhead penthouse into
a warm and inviting
pied-à-terre

Center Stage

Suzanne Kasler
Interiors fostered a
sense of serenity in the
elegant formal living
room with plush, cleanlined Christian Liaigre
furnishings accented
by a red leather bench
and white millwork.
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Energetic Appeal
A velvet-covered
armless love seat—
designed by Suzanne
Kasler Interiors and
built by Bjork Studio—is
energized by artwork
by Mark Perlman (left)
and Nancy Lorenz (center) in the foyer. The
bronze tables are from
Mathews Furniture. left
A large cocktail table
by Christian Liaigre is
an ideal spot to display
collections. The portrait
is by Chuck Close
through Alan Avery Art.

A

A RENOWNED DESIGNER OF LUXURIOUS INTERIORS across the globe,
Suzanne Kasler knows how to quickly size up a space, a talent that Frank and Kathy
Argenbright observed firsthand when she designed their Sea Island home. “I can’t say
enough about how creative Suzanne is,” Kathy says, noting the designer’s long list of
accomplishments, which includes authoring gorgeous design books, designing furniture collections and keeping in touch with former clients. “She’s a rare find.”
Naturally, the couple turned to the designer again to make over their two-level piedà-terre in Buckhead, even asking her to tour the space before they made an offer. While
the full-floor unit offered plenty of room and beautiful slatted maple ceilings, its dark
wooden cabinetry and thick black moldings made it feel a bit severe, almost commercial. Kasler encouraged them to buy it anyway. “I could see that by making some simple
changes, I could create the most beautiful environment,” Kasler says.
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Balanced Beauty
A trio of pendants
by Palmer Hargrave
through AinsworthNoah and new barstools by Gregorius
Pineo through Jerry
Pair freshen up the
open kitchen. The
abstract painting is by
Jeane Myers through
Pryor Fine Art.

Adding a new wall in the front foyer,
for example, creates a sense of enclosure
and provides a place for a large abstract
painting. A custom teal velvet-covered love
seat punctuated with vibrant silk pillows
likewise adds a splash of color to the newly
painted white walls and millwork, a welcoming first impression.
The entrance hall leads into the formal living room, a bright and airy milieu
furnished with matching sofas and a pair
of clean-lined chairs, all covered in the
same rustic white linen. In front of the
steel-framed windows, a modern red leather
bench offers additional seating without
interfering with the treetop views. “The
palette is all champagnes and neutrals with
accents of gorgeous color,” Kasler says.
Indeed, a lacquered light blue accent
wall creates an elegant backdrop for a fine
art photograph by Massimo Vitali in the
dining room. Above the table, a bespoke
brass chandelier commands equal attention. “It’s like sculpture,” says Kasler, who
encouraged her clients to check it out in
person in New York City before they
invested in the heirloom-quality piece.
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“THE PALETTE IS ALL CHAMPAGNES AND NEUTRALS WITH
ACCENTS OF GORGEOUS COLOR.” —SUZANNE KASLER
Crowning Touch

While the handsome open kitchen and family room required little work, Kasler
brought in woven barstools and incorporated a built-in banquette covered in a warm
gray leather alongside a steel table with a marble top. “I like mixing woven, natural materials with all the metal, marble and stone,” Kasler says. “That juxtaposition of texture
is so interesting.”
Equally intriguing is how Kasler’s design for the penthouse has changed Frank and
Kathy’s perspective on Atlanta, where they spend more time than ever, entertaining
friends and family alike, often walking to buzzy nearby restaurants. Of course, the best
part is coming back home. “Suzanne’s spaces feel clean-lined and open yet pretty and
refreshing,” Kathy says. “This feels right.” See Resources, Back of Book.
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opposite A bespoke
brass chandelier from
Hudson Furniture
makes a statement in
the dining room, which
is furnished with a dark
wooden table and
velvet-covered chairs.
The custom wool rug is
from Mansour. top, left
to right Kasler elevated
the breakfast nook with
Gregorius Pineo chairs
and an abstract painting by Jeane Myers.
A spiral staircase with
a glass railing leads
to the second-floor
bedrooms in the airy
penthouse.
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“I COULD SEE THAT
BY MAKING SOME
SIMPLE CHANGES, WE
COULD CREATE THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL
ENVIRONMENT.”
—SUZANNE KASLER

Sweet Serenity

In the master bathroom, Kasler incorporated colorful flowers
and other accessories.
opposite A headboard
upholstered in wool
by Gretchen Bellinger
softens the handsome
architectural elements
in the master suite.
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